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‘Two-speed’ markets

1. Trades are executed within milliseconds ...

2. ...but settled with a two-day delay.

Sep. 2017: U.S markets move from T+3 to T+2.

Why the discrepancy?

I Institutional rigidity in trade settlement (many fixed steps).

I Distributed ledgers: common platform for post-trade processes.
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Settlement now
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Blockchain 101

Blockchain (or distributed ledgers in general) is the technology
behind cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin:

1. a distributed messaging protocol (ledger);

2. cryptographically encrypted;

3. all transactions into shared, immutable
record;

4. creates consensus across traders;

5. no need for reconciliation across multiple
institutions.

Blockchain allows for a shorter settlement chain.
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Do we want shorter settlement?
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Do we want shorter settlement?

Source: BCG report prepared for DTCC
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Do we want immediate settlement?
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Do we want immediate settlement?

Maybe not:

Immediate trade-settlement was implemented in Russia and then
reversed in 2013.

Clients will no longer have to pay their brokers to
borrow stock and finance settlement to make their stock
sales.

– Luis Saenz, head of equity sales at BCS Financial Group.
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Industry positions

The flexibility of settlement is key:

I can even think we [..] allow participants to select the
pace at which they want to settle, which has been
challenging to do in the market today.

– Fredrik Voss, VP of Blockchain Innovation at Nasdaq.

Customers can choose to settle in real-time, end of
day or on the current T+2 basis.

– Peter Hiom, Deputy CEO, Australian Stock Exchange.

With this technology, you could do T-when you would
like it...

– Chris Church, CBDO, Digital Asset.
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Industry embracing the disruption
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Blockchain settlement in the energy industry
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Industry embracing the disruption

I In October 2017 Nasdaq Inc. has been granted a US patent
for a blockchain based settlement system.

I Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) announced on December
7 a blockchain solution replacing its existing post-trade
settlement system, CHESS.

I Deutsche Börse and Deutsche Bundesbank are collaborating
on a functional prototype for the blockchain technology based
settlement of securities.

I In May 2017 TMX Group launched a blockchain-based
prototype custom built by Nuco Inc. for NGX natural gas
exchange.
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Our contribution

Questions

1. Is immediate settlement optimal (and under what conditions)?

2. Flexible time-to-settlement is an option.
Who should “exercise the option”,

I the traders (leading to a “three-dimensional” order book) or
I the exchange (unique time-to-settlement for all trades)?

Our approach

A market with three frictions:

1. counterparty risk;

2. search costs;

3. imperfect competition.
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Model

Buy-side Sell-side

Cash

Asset

Heterogenous buyers
with private values θi

Can default with probability δT
Finds asset with probability λT

DvP at time-to-settlement T
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Model primitives

Asset

I One risk-less asset, common value v .

Agents

I Unit measure of buyers B indexed by i (zero endowment);
Buyers have private values θi uniform on [1, 2].

I Two intermediaries I1 and I2 (unit endowment);

I Large number of sellers S (unit endowment).
Sellers have private value −v .

Ij (or exchange)
set time-to-settlement

t = −2 t = −1 t = 0 T
S arrives at rate λ

Ij set prices Trade contract B-I Settlement
(or default)(p, T )

I defaults at rate δ
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First best

Trade surplus from contract (p,T ) is

TradeSurplusi =UBi
+ UI

= (1− δT ) θiv − p

+ p − (1− δT ) (1− λT ) v

= (1− δT )︸ ︷︷ ︸
Settlement
probability

[θi − (1− λT )] v .︸ ︷︷ ︸
Conditional gains from trade

Optimal time-to-settlement between buyer Bi and I is

T ?
i = max

{
0,
λ− δ (θi − 1)

2δλ

}
.
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Immediate settlement is not always optimal
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Immediate settlement can reduce liquidity
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Quality and marginal cost gaps

Competitive contracts

1. Intermediary L offers contract (pL,TL) and

2. Intermediary H offers contract (pH ,TH), with TH < TL.

For the indifferent buyer,

UBm(pH ,TH) = UBm(pL,TL).
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Imperfectly competitive market
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Over-production of immediate settlement
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Sell-side rents increase in default risk
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Alternative: Exchange-set time-to-settlement

With exchange-set time-to-settlement:

1. Intermediaries compete Bertrand-style on prices.

2. The two contracts offered are identical =⇒ buyers are
indifferent.

3. The exchange sets the unique time-to-settlement to maximize
total surplus:

ETradeSurplus (T ) =

∫ 2

1
v(1− δT ) [θi − (1− λT )]dθi
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Competitive markets settle slower on average
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Welfare analysis
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Conclusions

1. Rigid times-to-settlement are a deeper problem than long
times-to-settlement.

2. Immediate settlement is desirable only for severe counterparty
risk.

3. Flexible time-to-settlement is an option. Who should decide on
time-to-settlement?

I the traders (leading to a “three-dimensional” order book) or
I the exchange (unique time-to-settlement for all trades)

4. Sell-side traders specialize in high (low) counterparty risk trades
and earn excess rents. This can lead to poor risk management
incentives and excess supply of immediate settlement.

5. An exchange-set (potentially dynamic) time-to-settlement
maximizes price competition while still allowing for settlement
flexibility.
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